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We present conditions every measure of entanglement has to satisfy, and construct a whole class
of “good” entanglement measures. The generalization of our class of entanglement measures to
more than two particles is straightforward. We present a measure which has a statistical operational
basis that might enable experimental determination of the quantitative degree of entanglement.
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We have witnessed great advances in quantum information theory in recent years. There are two distinct directions in which progress is currently being made: quantum
computation and error correction on the one hand (for a
short survey see [1,2]), and nonlocality, Bell’s inequalities, and purification, on the other hand [3,4]. There has
also been a number of papers relating the two methods
(e.g., [5,6]). Our present work belongs to this second
group. Recently it was realized that the CHSH (ClauserHorne-Shimony-Holt) form of Bell’s inequalities are not a
sufficiently good measure of quantum correlations in the
sense that there are states which do not violate the CHSH
inequality, but, on the other hand, can be purified by local interactions and classical communications to yield a
state that does violate the CHSH inequality [3]. Subsequently, it was shown that the only states of two two-level
systems which cannot be purified are those that can be
written as the sum over density operators which are direct
product states of the two subsystems [7]. Therefore, although it is possible to say whether a quantum state is entangled or not, the amount of entanglement cannot easily
be determined for general mixed states. Bennett et al. [5]
have recently proposed a measure of entanglement for a
general mixed state of two quantum subsystems. However, this measure has the disadvantage that it is hard to
compute for a general state, even numerically. In this
Letter we specify conditions which any measure of entanglement has to satisfy and construct a whole class of
“good” entanglement measures. Our measures are geometrically intuitive.
0031-9007y97y78(12)y2275(5)$10.00

Unless stated otherwise, the following considerations
apply to a system composed of two quantum subsystem
of arbitrary dimensions. First, we define the term purification procedure more precisely. There are three distinct
ingredients in any protocol that aims at increasing correlations between two quantum subsystems locally.
Local general measurements (LGM).—These are performed by the two parties (A and B) separately and are
described by two sets of operators satisfying the comP y
P y
pleteness relations i Ai Ai  I and Pj Bj Bj  I. The
joint action of the two is described by ij Ai ≠ Bj , which
again describes a local general measurement.
Classical communication (CC).—This means that the
actions of A and B can be classically correlated. This
can be described by a complete measurement on the
whole space A 1 B which, as opposed to local general
measurements, is not necessarily decomposable into a
direct product of two operators as above, each acting
on only one subsystem. If rAB is the joint state of
subsystems A and B then the transformation involving
“LGM 1 CC” would look like
X
y
y
rAB !
Ai ≠ Bi rAB Ai ≠ Bi ,
(1)
i

i.e., the actions of A and B are “correlated.” The mapping
given in Eq. (1) is completely positive. To ensure
P ythat it
is also trace preserving we have to require i Ai Ai ≠
y
Bi Bi  I. Both LGM and CC are linear transformations
on the set of states. Note that as the third ingredient all
purification schemes use LGM and CC but also reject part
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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of the original ensemble, making the whole transformation
nonlinear [4].
We note that all entangled (inseparable) states can be
purified to an ensemble of maximally entangled states [7].
This implies that any good measure of entanglement has
to be zero if and only if the state is
P disentangled (defined
by a convex sum of the form i pi rAi ≠ rBi ). Here
we would like to quantify the degree of entanglement.
In the following we briefly review some measures of
entanglement between two quantum systems (for a review
of correlation measures see [8]).
Entanglement of creation.—Bennett et al. [5] define
the entanglement of creation of a state r by
X
pi SsrAi d ,
(2)
Esrd := min
i

where SsrA d is the von Neumann entropy [to be defined
in Eq. (3)] and the minimum is P
taken over all the possible
realizations of the state, rAB  j pj jcj l kcj j with rAi 
trB sjci l kci jd. The entanglement of creation cannot be
increased by the combined action of LGM 1 CC [5].
Entanglement of distillation [5].—This is the number
of maximally entangled pairs that can be purified from
a given state. This measure depends on the particular
process of purification, and it is not yet clear how to
compute it in an efficient and unique way.
It seems to be difficult to calculate the degree of entanglement for a general state using these two definitions,
and a closed form would be very much desired for further progress [9]. The problem is quite involved as one
has to minimize over all possible decompositions of the
density operator in question or over all possible purification schemes. There are other measures of entanglement
which are simpler to calculate but which cannot distinguish between quantum and classical correlations. We
discuss two and show how they can be generalized to give
good measures of entanglement; in fact, we show how to
derive a whole class of measures of entanglement.
Von Neumann entropy.—Given a pure state rAB of
two subsystems A and B we define the states rA 
trB hrAB j and rB  trA hrAB j, where the partial trace has
been taken over one subsystem, either A or B. Then the
von Neumann entropy of the reduced density operators is
given by
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under local general measurement only [6,10], but can increase under LGM 1 CC, showing that it cannot properly
distinguish between classical and quantum mechanical
correlations. The von Neumann mutual information can
intuitively be understood as follows: The mutual information calculates a “distance” between a given state rAB and
one of its disentangled counterparts rA ≠ rB . The crucial
word here is “one,” as there are many other disentangled
states for which we could calculate IN , which indicates
the failure of this measure for general mixed states but
also suggests its successful generalization.
Before we generalize the von Neumann mutual information, we present the following necessary conditions any
measure of entanglement Essd has to satisfy.
(i) Essd  0 iff s is separable.
(ii) Local unitary operations leave Essd invariant, i.e.,
y
y
Essd  EsUA ≠ UB sUA ≠ UB d.
(iii) The measure of entanglement Essd cannot increase
under LGM 1 CC given by Q, i.e., EsQsd # Essd.
The origin of condition (i) is that separable states are
known to contain no entanglement, i.e., they cannot be
purified by LGM 1 CC to maximally entangled states;
however, any inseparable state can be purified and therefore contains some entanglement. The reason for condition (ii) is that local unitary transformations represent a
local change of basis only and leave quantum correlations
unchanged. The reason for condition (iii) is that any increase in correlations achieved by LGM 1 CC should be
classical in nature, and therefore entanglement should not
be increased.
In the following we construct a new class of measures
that satisfy the conditions (i) –(iii). Let us consider a
set T of all density matrices of two quantum subsystems, A and B (see Fig. 1). Let us further divide T into
two disjunctive subsets: a set containing all disentangled
states—hereafter labeled by D —and a set of all the entangled states (all states in T 2 D )—hereafter labeled
by E . Note that both T and D (but not E ) are convex sets, i.e., r1 , r2 [ T sD d ) lr1 1 s1 2 ldr2 [
T sD d. The entanglement of a matrix s [ T will now
be defined as

Essd := min Dss k rd ,
r[D

SsrA d := 2 trsrA ln rA d  2trsrB ln rB d .

(3)

In the case of a disentangled pure joint state SsrA d is zero,
and for maximally entangled states it gives ln 2. However,
for mixed states rAB this measure fails to distinguish
classical and quantum mechanical correlations.
Von Neumann mutual information.—This is defined by
IN srA :rB ; rAB d := SsrA d 1 SsrB d 2 SsrAB d ,

(4)

which essentially reduces to Eq. (3) for pure states of the
joint system rAB . It is known that IN cannot increase
2276

(5)

where D is any measure of distance between the two
density matrices r and s such that Essd satisfies the
above three conditions. To satisfy condition (i) it is
sufficient to demand that Dss k rd  0 iff s  r.
Because of the invariance of D under local unitary
transformations condition (ii) is automatically satisfied.
For condition (iii) to be satisfied it is sufficient to demand
that Dss k rd has the property that it is nonincreasing
under every completely positive trace preserving map
Q, i.e., DsQs k Qrd # Dss k rd. This can easily be
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to be
Essd  min Sss k rd .

(7)

r[D

FIG. 1. The set of all density matrices, T is represented
by the outer circle. Its subset, a set of disentangled states
D is represented by the inner circle. A state s belongs
to the entangled states, and r p is the disentangled state that
minimizes the distance Dss k rd, thus representing the amount
of quantum correlations in s. State rAp ≠ rBp is obtained by
tracing r p over A and B. Dsr p k rAp ≠ rBp d represent the
classical part of correlations in the state s.

seen from the following. If r p is a separable density
operator that realizes the minimum of Eq. (5), then,
because QD , D , we find

Note that this is a direct generalization of the von
Neumann mutual information which is obtained for r 
sA ≠ sB . It is now quite easy to check that this measure
in fact satisfies conditions (i)–(iii), because it is known
that for the relative entropy Sss k rd  0 iff s  r, and
that for any completely positive trace preserving map Q
we have SsQs k Qrd # Sss k rd [10,13].
To illustrate some properties of this measure we now
restrict ourselves to two spin-1y2 subsystems only. First
we calculate Essd for a pure maximally entangled state.
Proposition 1.—Entropic entanglement reduces to the
von Neumann entropy (of ln 2) for pure, maximally
p
entangled states defined by
jF 6 l  sj00l 6 j11ldy 2
p
and jC 6 l  sj10l 6 j01ldy 2.
Proof.—We prove proposition 1 for the Bell state s ;
jF 1 l kF 1 j. All other maximally entangled states can be
generated from this one by local unitary transformations
which do not change Essd. As s is a pure state we have
Ω
æ
s
 min 2trhs ln rj .
Essd  min tr s ln
r[D
r
r[D

Now we use the fact that the function fsxd  2 ln x is
convex, which results in

Essd := Dss k r p d $ DsQs k Qr p d

fskfjAjfld # kfjfsAdjfl

$ min DsQs k rd  EsQsd .
r[D

The amount of entanglement given by Eq. (5) can be interpreted as finding a state r p in D that is closest to s
under the measure D. Such a closest state r p approximates the classical correlations of the state s “as close as
possible.” Therefore Essd measures the remaining quantum mechanical correlations. This suggests a division of
correlations of the state s into two distinct contributions:
quantum correlations, Essd, and classical correlations,
Dsr p k rAp ≠ rBp d, where r p is the disentangled state that
minimizes D and rAp and rBp are its reduced parts (see
Fig. 1 for a pictorial representation).
In the following we make special choices for Dss k
rd. We use an entropic measure of distance between
the two density matrices, s and r, also called the von
Neumann relative entropy, which is defined by analogy
with the classical Kullback-Leibler distance as [6,10–12]
Ω

æ
s
Sss k rd := tr s ln
,
r
s

(8)

(6)

where ln r  ln s 2 ln r. Note that this quantity, although frequently referred to as a distance, does not actually satisfy the usual metric properties, e.g., Sss k rd fi
Ssr k sd. We now define the entanglement of a state s

(9)

for any operator A and any normalized state jfl. This
leads to
Essd  min 2kF 1 j ln rjF 1 l $ min 2 lnkF 1 jrjF 1 l .
r[D

r[D

(10)
1

It is known [14] that r [ D ) kF 1 jrjF 1 l # 2 , and
therefore Essd $ ln 2. This lower limit can be reached,
1
for example, by the state r  2 hj00l k00j 1 j11l k11jj.
Therefore we have Essd  ln 2.
For any pure, entangled state with coefficients a and
b (e.g., aj00l 1 bj11l) we conjecture that this measure
reduces to the usual von Neumann reduced entropy
2jaj2 ln jaj2 2 jbj2 ln jbj2 , but the rigorous proof has
not been found.
Now we also calculate the entanglement of Belldiagonal states [7]. We define the density operators
s1y2  je1y2 l ke1y2 j  jC 6 l kC 6 j and s3y4  je3y4 l
ke3y4 j  jF 6 l kF 6 j, where jC 6 l, jF 6 l is the usual
P Bell
basis. Then a Bell-diagonal state has the W  i li si .
We now prove the following.
P Proposition 2.—For a 1 Bell-diagonal state s 
i li si , where all li [ f0, 2 g, we find
Essd  0 ,

(11)
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we obtain

Essd  l1 ln l1 1 s1 2 l1 d lns1 2 l1 d 1 ln 2

(12)

1

and analogously for li $ 2 .
Proof.—The first case is simple once we remember that
a Bell-diagonal state r is separable, i.e., r [ D , iff its
1
spectrum lies in f0, 2 g [14]. Therefore Essd  0.
1
To prove the theorem for l1 $ 2 we again utilize the
fact that fsxd  2 ln x is convex. We obtain
X
li ln li 1 min 2trhs ln rj
Essd 
r[D
i X
X
li ln li 1 min 2
li lnkei jrjei l .
$
i

r[D

i

(13)
1

We know that r [ D implies that all rii # 2 (or
otherwise the state can be purified [4,7]). Therefore we
can determine the minimum not over the states from D
but over the space B of all Bell-diagonal states with
1
spectrum in f0, 2 g. This gives a lower bound to Eq. (13)
because
X
X
min 2
li lnkei jrjei l  min 2
li lnkei jrjei l .
r[D

i

r[B

of entanglement that satisfies the conditions (i)–(iii) (see
[16] for the proof that fidelity does not decrease under
LGM 1 CC). Other possible measures can be found
and will be discussed elsewhere. The Bures metric has
a very nice statistical, operational basis for the measure
of entanglement in terms of general measurements [17].
It derives from the nature of fidelity as a “measure”
of distinguishability between two probability distribuy
y
tions p1i  trssAi Ai d and p1i  trsrAi Ai d, where
P
y
i Ai Ai  I. More precisely,
q
Xq
y
y
Fss, rd  min
trssAi Ai d trsrAi Ai d ,
(15)
y

Ai Ai

i

where the minimum is taken over all possible general
measurements. This possibly enables us, in principle,
to determine Eq. (5) and therefore also the degree of
entanglement experimentally.
So far we have only defined entanglement between
two subsystems of arbitrary dimensions. It is, however,
straightforward to generalize this notion to more than two
subsystems. Let us for simplicity assume that we have
three systems, A, B, and C. Then the entanglement would
be a minimum distance of Eq. (5) over all disentangled
states, which, in this case, would be of the form

i

Defining pi  kei jrjeiP
l we have to minimize the function
fsp
,
p
,
p
,
p
d

2
i li ln pi under the constraints
P4 1 2 3 4
1
i1 pi  1 and pi [ f0, 2 g. This minimization yields
p1  1y2 ,
pi  li y2s1 2 l1 d .
(14)
P
The state r  i pi si with the values from Eq. (14) lies
in D [14] and therefore the lower limit can be reached,
which proves Eq. (12).
Note that the expression for the entanglement Eq. (12)
given in proposition 2 is different from the entanglement of creation [5]. For a Werner state with F  0.625
we obtain ø0.04 ln 2, whereas the entanglement of creation is ø0.117 ln 2. It is not clear yet what these numbers actually mean, and whether they give a bound to
the maximum possible efficiency of purification schemes.
For consistency, it is only important that if s1 is more
entangled then s2 for one measure than it also must
be for all other measures. Comparing Bennett et al.’s
entanglement of creation with our entanglement measure for Bell-diagonal states shows that this is in fact
the case.
So far we have discussed only the von Neumann
relative entropy. However, there are many other possible distances that we can choose for Dss k rd in
Eq. (5) to quantify entanglement of two arbitrarily
dimensional subsystems. An example
p of interest is
the Bures metric DB ss k rd  2 2 2 Fss, rd, where
p
p
Fss, rd := ftrh r s rj1y2 g2 is the so-called fidelity (or
Uhlmann’s transition probability) [15]. It can be shown
that if we use this distance in Eq. (5) we obtain a measure
2278
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rABC 

X

pi rAB rC 1 qi rAC rB 1 ri rA rBC .

(16)

i

Again, we can see that this class of measures has to satisfy the three imposed conditions. In the same fashion the
above approach to quantifying the entanglement could be
generalized to any number of quantum subsystems. However, the complexity involved in minimizing the distance
increases with increasing the number of subsystems under
consideration.
In this Letter we have presented conditions every
measure of entanglement has to satisfy, and shown that
there is a whole class of distance measures suitable
for entanglement measures. The central idea of our
construction is that we calculate the distance between a
given state and all possible disentangled states, taking
the minimum as the actual amount of entanglement.
This construction approximates classical correlations as
closely as possible and therefore measures the quantum
correlations only. The generalization to entanglement
measures for more than two particles is straightforward.
Our work suggests further investigation is worthwhile
into the relationship between purification procedures and
the various measures of entanglement suggested above,
as well as finding a closed form for the expression for
entanglement.
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